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Abstract. In this work, we propose a novel approach in which a system
autonomously composes dance sequences from previously taught dance moves
with the help of the well-known differential evolution algorithm. Initially, we
generated a large population of dance sequences. The fitness of each of these
sequences was determined by calculating the total inter-move transition abrupt‐
ness of the adjacent dance moves. The transition abruptness was calculated as
the difference of corresponding slopes formed by connected body joint co-
ordinates. By visually evaluating the dance sequences created, it was observed
that the fittest dance sequence had the least abrupt inter-move transitions.
Computer simulation undertaken revealed that the developed dance video
frames do not have significant inter-move transition abruptness between two
successive frames, indicating the efficacy of the proposed approach. Gestural
data specific of dance moves is captured using a Microsoft Kinect sensor. The
algorithm developed by us was used to fuse the dancing styles of various
‘Odissi’ dancers dancing to the same rasa (theme) and tala (beats) and loy
(rhythm). In future, it may be used to fuse different forms of dance.

Keywords: Dance composition · Computational creativity · Differential
evolution · Microsoft kinect · Odissi dance

1 Introduction

Gestures are used as alternative form of expression to enrich or augment vocal and facial
expressions. As gestures are a part of natural communication, gestural interfaces may
be viewed as the pre-requisites of ambient computing [18]. Dance is a special form of
gestural expression portrayed in a rhythmic form to generally communicate the context
of a music piece [17]. An important part of dance is establishing a smooth flow of dance
moves to create a visually appealing sequence of movements.

Dance is specific of different regions, communities and personal styles. Dance
schools world-wide teach different dance moves to students, which they are often
required to combine to create new dance sequences. It is an important part of dance
creation for teachers and self-learning for students. Various techniques have been
proposed to ease dance choreography and most of these works have been tested on the
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dance form ‘Ballet’ [1, 2]. However, not much work has been done on composing Indian
dance forms. In this work, we focus our attention on an Indian classical dance form
known as ‘Odissi’ which is a classical dance of the state Orissa [10, 11].

Choreographing dance sequences is definitely an art which different people succeed
to different degrees. Thus, it would be an interesting task to see how high-end compu‐
tational algorithms perform at choreographing dance sequences. Naturally, in a visually
appealing and easily executable dance sequence, the steps following each other would
execute smooth transitions. In our work, we used the same constraint to judge randomly
generated dance sequences and finally select the best among them.

At its heart, computational creativity is the study of building software that exhibits
behavior that would be deemed creative in humans [3]. Widmer et al., [4] described a
computer which can play a musical piece expressively by shaping the musical param‐
eters like tempo and dynamics. In [5] Gervas provided an excellent review of different
computational approaches to storytelling. We can find a brief glimpse of the computa‐
tional attempts at music composition in [6]. Similarly, computational dance composition
techniques find mention in the works of [7, 8]. Some works on ballet are discussed in
the following paragraphs however their approach is different from ours as they compose
dances from pre-defined choreography structures characteristic of ‘ballet’. In contrast,
dance composition in Indian classical dance forms are more dependent on the context
of the music and follow much less rigid sequencing.

A 3-dimensional animation system was developed based on hierarchic human body
techniques and its motion data in [9]. Using the proposed system, One can easily
compose and simulate classic ballet dance in real-time on the internet. Their goal was
to develop and integrate several modules into a system capable of animating realistic
virtual ballet stages in a real-time performance. This includes modeling and representing
virtual dancers with high realism, as well as simulating choreography and various stage
effects. For handling motion data more easily, they developed a new action description
code based on “Pas” which is a set of fundamental movements for classic ballet.

An automatic composition system for ballet choreographies was developed by using
3DCG animation in [1]. Their goal was to develop some useful tools in dance education
such as creation-support system for ballet teachers and self-study system for students.
The algorithm for automatic composition was integrated to create utilitarian choreog‐
raphies. As a result of an evaluation test, they verified that the created choreographies
had a possibility to be used in the actual lessons. This system is valuable for online
virtual dance experimentation and exploration by teachers and choreographers involved
in creative practices, improvisation, creative movement, or dance composition. The
goals, technical novelty and claims of the paper are briefly given below.

Goals:

• To choreograph dance sequence from previously taught dance sequences.
• To study the applicability of a heuristic algorithm in composing dance.
• To be able to automatically identify visually appealing dance sequences.
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Technical Novelty:

• A novel measure of fitness of dance sequences is presented.
• Differential evolution is employed to solve the problem of creating a smooth flowing

pattern of dance.
• A novel metric of comparison of different forms of dance is introduced.

Claims:

• Heuristic Algorithms can be used to choreograph dance.
• A visually appealing and easy to execute dance sequence can be recognized using

the proposed metric for measuring inter gesture transition abruptness.
• Dances of different forms can be quantitatively compared on a common platform

using a metric which evaluates the dances forms based on their commonalities.

2 Differential Evolution Algorithm

Proposed by Storn and Prince [12–14] in 1995, Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm
was found to outperform many of its contemporary heuristic algorithms [15]. Following
its discovery, the structural simplicity and efficiency of the algorithm attracted
researchers, for use in optimization of rough and multi-modal objective functions.
Several extensions of the basic DE algorithm are reported in the literature. The De/rand/
1 version of the DE algorithm, containing four main steps are outlined below.

(1) Initialization: DE starts with NP number of D-dimensional parameter vectors,
selected in a uniformly random manner from a prescribed search space, given for an
engineering optimization problem. The parameter vectors here represent trial solutions
of optimization. The i-th parameter vector of the population at the current generation G
is formally represented by

(1)

where each component of  lies between corresponding components of  and
 given by

and 
The j-th component of the i-th vector is given by

(2)

where  is a uniformly distributed random number lying between 0 and 1 and
is instantiated independently for each component of the i-th parameter vector.
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(2) Mutation: For each individual population target vector  belonging to popu‐
lation G, a set of three other randomly selected vectors:  are
chosen and arithmetically recombined to create a mutant vector.

(3)

The process is repeated for each parameter vector i in [1, NP].

(3) Recombination: Recombination, allows each pair of trial vector  to recombine
with its corresponding mutant vector  for i = 1 to NP. Here, recombination is
performed position-wise over the length of the parameter vectors. Thus, for trial vectors
of length NP, we need to perform NP number of recombination. The principle of recom‐
bination for a single position j is given below. Let  be a uniformly distributed
random number in [0, 1] used to select the right element from  and  into
j-th position of the Target vector  where

(4)

and  denotes the crossover rate, which is defined at the beginning of the program
once only with a typical value of 0.7.

(4) Selection: In this step, survival of the fittest chromosome is ensured where the
offspring replaces the parent vector, if it yields a better value for the objective function.

(5)

Repeat from step 2 until stopping criterion, defined on convergence on the best fit
member of the trial solutions or convergence of the average fitness over iterations or a
fixed large number of iterations are met.

3 Metric to Compare Dance Gestures

Our basic principle in placing dance-gestures adjacently in visually appealing dance
choreography is based on a simple comparison metric of these gestures. The dance
gestures are video clips of variable duration ranging from 6 to 8 seconds. Since the Kinect
records at the speed of approximately 30 frames per second, the number of frames
captured for each dance-gesture is different. Each video clip, comprising a number of
frames, is decoded into a sequence of skeletal diagrams, where each skeletal diagram
corresponds to an individual frame (illustrated in Fig. 2). These skeletal diagrams are
sketches of the body structure indicated by 3D (three dimensional) straight line segments
joining 20 fundamental junctions of the dancer’s physique (Fig. 1). Each 3D straight
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line segment is projected on to XY, YZ and ZX planes as illustrated in Fig. 3 a, b, c, and
the slopes of the projected 2D straight lines in the three planes with respect to X-, Y-
and Z- axes respectively are computed. These slopes are used as metrics to compare two
different 3D straight lines representing the orientation of one given body part (say,
the right forearm) present in two frames of two videos. While constructing a new
dance video from the existing video clips of shorter durations, we need to match the
last frame and the first frame of two consecutive videos, which might come in order to
ultimately offer a new dance video. Naturally, the matching of 3D straight lines is
required between the last frame and the first frame of each pair of videos to test their
possible just-apposition in the final video.

Fig. 1. 20 body joint co-ordinates obtained from Kinect sensor for each frame

Fig. 2. Video clips of dance gestures illustrating frames. It can be seen that Transition Abruptness
is calculated by comparing the last and first frames of consecutive dance gestures i and i + 1
respectively.
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(a)      (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3. Calculation of slope of projections of a line on XY, YZ and ZX planes wrt. X, Y and Z
axes respectively

A. Definition: We introduced a new term called, Transition Abruptness (TA), to
measure the abruptness of inter-gesture transitions in a dance sequence. It is a measure
of the total difference between two 3-dimensional body skeletal structures, induced by
comparing the angular difference of the projected straight lines of each 3D straight line
link of two skeleton structures. TA between two dynamic gestures, Gi and Gi+1, each
comprising a number of sequential frames, is measured by (6), where px,i,j,k denotes the
slope of the projected straight line k on the X-Y plane with respect to x-axis of the j-th
frame of the i-th gesture. The parameters: qy,i,j,k and rz,i,j,k) denote slopes of the projected
straight line k on the Y-Z plane (Z-X plane) with respect to y-axis (z-axis) of the j-th
frame of the i-th gesture.

(6)

The total transition abruptness of the gesture permutation  is calcu‐
lated in (7) by summing TA of each two consecutive dance gestures
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(7)

4 Selection of Dance Sequences

Evolutionary Algorithms are generally employed to optimize complex non-linear, multi-
dimensional objective functions which usually contain multiple local optima. In our
experiments, the search surface considered is characteristic of dance-move permutations.
The fitness function which ensures the survival of best dance sequences is obtained based
on the total abruptness in inter-gesture transitions. In this section, we present a novel
scheme of dance composition by selection of dance permutations. The basic structure of
parameter vectors used here is of 3K dimension, where K denotes the maximum value
of k. The integer 3 appears due to inclusion of three elements: px, i, j,k, qy, i, j,k and rz, i, j,k

each K-times in the parameter vector. It is important to note that we have two sets of
parameter vectors, the first set for representation of the first frame of each video clip
describing a dynamic gesture, and the last set to represent the last frame of the same
dynamic gesture. In the evolutionary algorithm we match two dynamic gestures by
measuring the total transition abruptness of the last frame and the first frame of any two
video clips. The pseudo code of the proposed gesture selection algorithm is outlined next.
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5 Comparison Metric of Different Dance Forms

The comparison of dance composition algorithms is a difficult task as there is no numer‐
ical formula to distinguish the quality of one dance from another. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the first work on Odissi dance composition which makes the compar‐
ison of our algorithm further difficult. Thus, we also propose a metric for comparison
of dance of different forms and use it to compare dance composed by our algorithm with
dance composed by other algorithms. Apparently, a good dance composition technique
maintains a smooth flow of transitions between gestures and also a high amount of
dynamism. The smoothness of inter-gesture transitions can be measured by the calcu‐
lating Transition Abruptness between two consecutive gestures. A smaller Transition
Abruptness between consecutive gestures indicates a smooth flow of dance. Similarly,
if non-adjacent gestures have higher value of Transition Abruptness the dance can be
said to have more dynamic steps. Thus, we define the Visual Appeal of a dance sequence
S as follows composed of n gestures , where i ranges from 1 to n.
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(8)

6 Experiments

The Microsoft Kinect captures skeletal co-ordinates at an approximate rate of 30 frames
per second, with the help of an RGB camera, an infrared projector a monochrome CMOS
(complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor) sensor. This configuration allows the
Kinect to efficiently capture the 3-dimensional skeletal co-ordinates in closed room
settings. However, certain precautions are required to be maintained to ensure noise-
free collection of data. A white background is maintained to eliminate possible chances
of interference of background objects in data collection. To ensure good quality of
images, two standing lights are placed facing the dance platform. The dancers are also
instructed to avoid wearing clothes which are too loose around the body joints. The
subjects should be within an appropriate range of the Kinect which is approximately 1.2
to 3.5 meter or 3.9 to 11 ft.

In our experiments, 10 experienced Odissi dancers are asked to perform 5 of their
preferred dance gestures which are each captured separately with the help of the
Microsoft Kinect. Thus, we have a total of 50 video clips of dynamic dance gestures.
A sequential permutation of 5 of these dance gestures are then selected from a large
amount of such randomly created permutations with the help of differential evolution
algorithm. It is implicit that dancing style of each dancer is dependent on various factors
including personal choice and interpretation of dance steps. This lends a unique touch
to each of the dancer’s gestures though all of them belong to the same dance form. The
aim of our experiments is to combine the dance styles of different teachers which has
the potential to give rise to interesting patterns and also has future applications in fusing
various dance forms. Stills from dance gestures of the different teachers are shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Gesture stills of different “Odissi” dancers

The data captured using Kinect represents the bodily movements over time with an
approximate distance of 10 cm from ground truth. However, some important consider‐
ations must be made before performing analysis of the skeletal co-ordinates obtained.
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For example two subjects (dancers) may be portraying the same gesture and yet have
different X, Y and Z co-ordinates. The main reasons of this are difference in skeletal
structure of subjects and variable distance of subjects from Kinect camera. To overcome
these differences, we have used the slope of the lines in skeletal diagram as the compar‐
ison parameter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Inter-Gesture Transition poses
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In the next phase, differential evolution algorithm is used to evaluate different
permutations of the dance sequences and find the best among them. The comparison of
dance sequences is based on total transition abruptness. The total transition abruptness
is simply the sum of all inter-gesture transition abruptness . The
comparison for placing the gestures adjacently is based on the first frame of a gesture
and the last frame of the preceding gesture. In Fig. 5, we have illustrated the diagrams
such four pairs; in Table 1 we described how the inter-gesture transition abruptness
(total slope differences of the projections of the indicated skeletal diagrams) are able to
detect inter move abruptness of the pairs in Fig. 5. In Fig. 7 we have shown a part of
one of the fittest generated dance sequences.

Table 1. Analysis of Inter-gesture Transition Abruptness values obtained

Fig. No. Transition
Abruptness
(TA)

Analysis

Figure 5a 292.0031 It can be easily seen that the poses are quite close

Figure 5b 350.9825 TA increases as gradual slope changes occur

Figure 5c 955.3705 Drastic Changes in both upper and lower body
increase TA

Figure 5d 900.0376 Comparatively more changes in lower body than
upper body cause slight decrease in TA

Fig. 6. Value of Fitness Function of different Heuristic Algorithms for Dance Composition, DE:
Differential Evolution, FF: Firefly Algorithm, ABC: Adaptive Bee Colony optimization, PSO:
Particle Swarm Optimization.
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Subsequence of the final dance sequence generated by differential evolution demonstrated
by (a) Skeletal diagrams (b) A dance student’s performance

7 Performance Evaluation

Finally, we asked 10 Odissi dancers to rate the dance permutation generated by our
system on a scale of 1–4 as follows, 1: Bad, 2: Fair, 3: Good, 4: Excellent. The results
obtained are given in Fig. 8. The convergence of different optimization algorithms on
the dance composition problem is illustrated in Fig. 6, the corresponding data is also
given in Table 2. It is seen that Differential Evolution algorithm performs better than 3
other algorithms namely Adaptive Bee Colony algorithm, Firefly algorithm and Particle
Swarm Optimization for the dance composition problem. Using our proposed metric
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visual appeal outlined in Eq. 8, we compared our dance composition techniques with
two other dance composition techniques for different dance forms [1, 16]. Our algorithm
performs substantially better than other algorithms on an average as indicated in Table 3.

Table 2. Average fitness value of different heuristic algorithms over different iterations

Iterations Fitness

DE FF ABC PSO

50 980 996 1002 1013

150 962 965 980 997

200 943 954 961 972

250 824 832 842 855

300 756 764 799 804

350 700 732 765 776

Table 3. The comparison of different dance composition algorithms on the basis of visual appeal.

Dance composition technique Average Visual Appeal for 3 runs

Ballet Composition [16] 18.67

Contemporary Dance Composition [1] 19.99

Odissi Composition by Differential
Evolution

23.44

Fig. 8. Performance Evaluation of the Dance composition System as per the opinion of 10
dancers; here 1: Bad 2: Fair 3: Good 4: Excellent

8 Discussion

This paper introduced a meta-heuristic approach to compose dance by optimally
selecting inter-gestures movement patterns from multiple dance gestures. The fitness
estimate used for dance gesture composition ensures a smooth transition of frames in
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the dance video. One metric representing visual appeal has been introduced to compare
the performance of the proposed Differential Evolution (DE) based meta-heuristic algo‐
rithm with existing algorithms of dance composition. The proposed DE-based realiza‐
tion is also compared with other standard realizations including, firefly, PSO and ABC
with respect to convergence time, and the results indicate that the DE realization outper‐
forms its partners in the present context.

9 Conclusion

This paper provides a fresh perspective on the technique of dance composition. Dance
composers are commonly required to ensure a smooth flow of inter-gesture dance tran‐
sitions. Our algorithm uses this common know-how and integrates it into the differential
evolution algorithm to compose interesting dance patterns. Since the differential evolu‐
tion algorithm uses a random initial population each time; the chances of dance patterns
generated being novel each time is high. The algorithm can be improved by including
other constraints in the fitness function which increase the dynamicity of the dance
patterns. There is also a wide scope in creating dance composition with context to music-
mood as well as lyrics. Apart from this one may also analyse the relative performance
of different evolutionary algorithms in dance composition. In a nutshell, our work area
relatively unexplored and offers a wide future scope.
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